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The End Conscription Campaign, 
P.O. Box 537,
Kengray 2100.
Phone: 836 8423 
Fax: 836 6931

RE: CONSULTATION AROUND WELKOM-THABONG CAMPAIGN.

Dear Sister Bernard,

Please find attached an explanation and motivation for a 
campaign that ECC is investigating around the heightening right 
wing violence and intimidation in the Weikom-Thabong area. ECC 
feels that it would be very useful to the campaign if we could 
meet with you for a short while to discuss the proposal and 
listen to your comments a national office bearer of Women Against 
Repression. It should be stressed that ECC feels that national 
and regional consultation around this action is a vital component 
of the campaign and will inform us as to whether to proceeded. 
Please phone me at my office and inform me of a time that suits 
you,
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RE: CONSULTATION AROUND WELKOM-THABONG CAMPAIGN.

Dear Sister Bernard,

Please find attached an explanation and motivation for a 
campaign that ECC is investigating around the heightening right 
wing violence and intimidation in the Weikom-Thabong area. ECC 
feels that it would be very useful to the campaign if we could 
meet with you for a short while to discuss the proposal and 
listen to your comments a national office bearer of Women Against 
Repression. It should be stressed that ECC feels that national 
and regional consultation around this action is a vital component 
of the campaign and will inform us as to whether to proceeded. 
Please phone me at my office and inform me of a time that suits 
you,
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The End Conscription Campaign, 
P.O. Box 537,
Kengray 2100.
Phone: 836 8423 
Fax: 836 6931

RE: CONSULTATION AROUND WELKOM-THABONG CAMPAIGN.

Dear Cyril Ramaphosa / James Mahlatsi,

Please find attached an explanation and motivation for a 
campaign that ECC is investigating around the heightening right 
wing violence and intimidation in the Weikom-Thabong area. ECC 
feels that it would be very useful to the campaign if we could 
meet with you for a short while to discuss the proposal and 
listen to your comments as national office bearers of the 
National Union of Mineworkers. It should be stressed that ECC 
feels that national and regional consultation around this action 
is a vital component of the campaign and will inform us as to 
whether to proceeded.
Please phone me at my office and inform me of a time that suits 
you,

Many thanks,



The End Conscription Campaign, 
P.O. Box 537,
Kengray 2100.
Phone: 836 8423 
Fax: 836 6931

RE: CONSULTATION AROUND WELKOM-THABONG CAMPAIGN.

Dear Popo Molefe,

Please find attached an explanation and motivation for a 
campaign that ECC is investigating around the heightening right 
wing violence and intimidation in the Weikom-Thabong area. ECC 
feels that it would be very useful to the campaign if we could 
meet with you for a short while to discuss the proposal and 
listen to your comments as a national office bearer of the United 
Democratic Front. It should be stressed that ECC feels that 
national and regional consultation around this action is a vital 
component of the campaign and will inform us as to whether to 
proceeded.
Please phone me at my office and inform me of a time that suites 
you,

M pnv  t h a n k s .



The End Conscription Campaign, 
P.O. Box 537,
Kengray 2100.
Phone: 836 8423 
Fax: 836 6931

RE: CONSULTATION AROUND WELKOM-THABONG CAMPAIGN.

Dear Cyril Ramaphosa / James Mahlatsi,

Please find attached an explanation and motivation for a 
campaign that ECC is investigating around the heightening right 
wing violence and intimidation in the Weikom-Thabong area. ECC 
feels that it would be very useful to the campaign if we could 
meet with you for a short while to discuss the proposal and 
listen to your comments as national office bearers of the 
National Union of Mineworkers. It should be stressed that ECC 
feels that national and regional consultation around this action 
is a vital component of the campaign and will inform us as to 
whether to proceeded.
Please phone me at my office and inform me of a time that suits 
you,

Many thanks,
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